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 Recorded on December 24th, 2009 @rehearsals for family and friends, the recording session took place in the backyard of
Hayley's home in Franklin, TN. The band chose to play three acoustic versions of their singles of the time: I Would Come for
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You, November 2007's Only If You Say So, and their huge hit Knocked Up, a song that their fans had all seen the lyrics for by
the time it was released on the band's 2007 video album, All We Know Is Falling. All three songs were very well received, and a
live video of one of them is on the band's Unplugged album. Special thanks to the band and drummer Zac Farro for granting us
the right to use the video footage in HD for this thread! Oh and here's a link to the Video. Wasn't This a Lot of Fun?: The Age

of Wire, Drummer, and Tin Can Radio 2000 Year: 2000 Nation: USA Category: Rock, Pop Music Web: 12, 2023 These
wonderful recordings were made by Matt Menil of the band Wires before they disbanded in 2000. They are good demos for

their then upcoming album Water & Gasoline. You can hear the raw and spontaneous energy of the Wires as they perform in a
small community theatre in Tempe, Arizona. A few minutes into the set Matt can be heard saying "Play another song..." A few
tracks after that, he can be heard on the other side of the stage telling a fan, "You should see them in concert, they really kick
ass..." The End of the World: Anthrax Album: Different World Año: 2007. Genero: Heavy Metal Web: 13, 2023 Anthrax are

one of my favorite American bands, and their drummer Charlie Benante is a close second. In this set of live acoustic
performances, Charlie plays with his classic A, and lets rip on a whole host of fast and furious drum work, before slowing things

down to perform in the subtle manner that he always does. Yesterdays: Disturbed Album: Taking Back Sunday Año: 2007.
Genero: Rock / Pop Punk / Power Pop Web: 14, 2024 Disturbed's 2007 album Taking Back Sunday was recorded at The
Warehouse Studio in New York City, and the album's producer Steve Thompson makes a cameo here, on acoustic guitar,

offering to play bass guitar for the band if they need help. When the Disturbed guitarist Dan 82157476af
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